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UNIFORMLY ERGODIC MULTIOPERATORS

M. MBEKHTA AND F.-H. VASILESCU

Abstract. A version of the uniform ergodic theorem valid for commuting mul-

tioperators is given.

Let X be a complex Banach space, and let ■S'(X) be the algebra of linear

continuous operators acting in X. For every S e ¿?(X) we set

(1) Mk(S) = k-1(I + S + S2 + --- + Sk~l),       k = l,2,3,...,

i.e. the averages associated with S, where I = Ix is the identity of X.

If T = (T\, ... , T„) € 2f(X)n  is a commuting multioperator (briefly, a
cm.) we also set

(2) Mv{T) = MVx(Ty)---Mv„{Tn),        veZ%,v>e,

where Z" is the family of multi-indices of length « (i.e. «-tuples of non-

negative integers) and e := (1,..., 1) € Z" . In other words, (2) defines the

averages associated with 77 (see [Bru], [Du-Sc], [Kr], etc.).

Definition. A cm. 77 € 5C(X)n is said to be Cesàro quasi-bounded if the se-

quences

(3)    in/M7*)) o=i,...,«)
\k*-i ' Vl>l>...,I/j_l>l,l/y+i>l.V„>1

are bounded in S?(X). If, in addition, the limit

(4) limM^r)
V

exists in the uniform topology of £?(X), then T is said to be uniformly ergodic.

Remarks. (1) If « = 1, then (3) is automatically fulfilled, and therefore the

above definition extends the usual concept of uniformly ergodic operator (see,

for instance, [Kre]).

(2) A pair T — (T%, T2) is Cesàro quasi-bounded if and only if both T\ and
T2 are Cesàro bounded, i.e. (Mk(Tj))k>\ (j = 1, 2) are bounded [Kre].

(3) If T\, ... , T„ are uniformly ergodic commuting operators, then  T =

(T\, ... , T„) is uniformly ergodic. The converse is not true, in general. Indeed,
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if 77i = 0 and T2 is Cesàro bounded but not uniformly ergodic (see [Mb-Ze]

for such an example), then T = (T\,T2) is, however, uniformly ergodic.

(4) A cm. T £ 5?(X)n is Cesàro quasi-bounded if and only if T* e S?(X*)n
is Cesàro quasi-bounded, where X* is the dual of X and T* is the "adjoint"

of T (i.e. T* — (77*, ... , T*)). Similarly, T is uniformly ergodic if and only
if T* is uniformly ergodic.

(5) It is not known to the authors whether the existence of the limit (4) implies

the Cesàro quasi-boundedness if « > 2. Note that the current hypothesis when

defining the averages (2) is that T\, ... ,Tn is a family of commuting power

bounded operators (see [Kre]).

Let T € S?(X)n be a cm. We define the operators Rvj(T) e &(X) by the

formula

(5)        Rvj(T)'.= Vj-lTjJl[MVk(Tk),    v>e,j=\,...,n,n>2.
k*j

If « = 1, we set £„,1(77) := v~xT\' .

Lemma 1. IfT&^f(X)" is Cesàro quasi-bounded, then lim„ MV(T)(I- Tj) = 0
if and only if lim„ R„j(T) = 0 for each j G {1,... , n}.

Proof. As we have
MVi(Tj)(I-Tj) = v-\l-Tvj'),

it follows that

MV(T)(I - Tj) = v-\l - Tv>) J] MVk(Tk)

(6)
k4i

= vj'l\MVk(Tk)-Rvj(T).
k¥j

Since 77 is assumed to be Cesàro quasi-bounded, we have

kfij

which combined with (6) leads easily to our assertion.

Remark. If T e ¿¿?(X)" is Cesàro quasi-bounded, and if lim¿ k~lTk = 0 for

some j, then linij,Rvj(T) = 0.

For every operator S € &(X) we denote by N(S) the kernel of S.

The next result is a version of [Mb-Ze, Lemma 1].

Lemma 2. Let T e S?(X)n be Cesàro quasi-bounded, such that lim„ Rvj(T) —

0 (j = I, ... , n). Then

(7) Yv-Ti)x n = {0}.f)N(I-Tj)

Proof. Let x be a vector in the left-hand side of (7). Then x = ]£/=i(7-7)).x) ,

and so

M„(T)x = YMÁT)(I - Tj)Xj.
7=1
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But we also have x = TjX (j = 1,...,«), whence Mv(T)x = x . Therefore
n

x = lim M„(T)x = XimY Mu{T)(I - Tj)xj

7=1

n

= limY^,j(T)Xj^O,
7=1

via Lemma 1.
The standard decomposition of the space with respect to a uniformly ergodic

cm. can be expressed as follows.

Lemma 3. Let T e 5f(X)n  be uniformly ergodic, and let E := lim„ MV(T).
Then E is a projection in X such that

(8) EX=f]N(I-Tj),
7=1

(9) N(E)

Proof. Note the identity

YiI-Tj)X
7=1

(10) TjMv(T)
Vj+ 1

Mv+ej(T)--J[MVk(Tk).
k¥j

valid for every j = I, ... , n , where

(0,...,0, 1 ,0,...,0).

Passing to the limit in (10), we obtain

(11) TjE = ETj = E,        7 = 1,...,«.

As we have from (11) that EMV(T) = E, it follows that E2 = E, i.e. E is
a projection.

To prove (8), let x — Ey . Then, from (11),

(I-Tj)x = E(I-Tj)y = 0,        7 = 1,...,«,

thus EX c n"=i N(I - Tj).
Conversely, if (7 - T¡)x = 0 for all j, then x = Mv(T)x for all v , and so

x = EX. Consequently f]"j=l N(I - Tj) C EX, showing that (8) holds.

Let us prove (9). The inclusion J2"=i(I - Tf)X C N(E) follows easily from
(11). Conversely, if

r ix

x*e   Y(I-Tj)X     ,

then x*(I - Tj) = 0 for each j.   Thus x*Mv(T) = x*  for all v, whence

x* = x*E. Consequently x* e N(E)1-, showing that

N(E)C    YV~Ti)X

which completes the proof of the lemma.
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The next result extends to several variables an important observation of [Lin].

Lemma 4. Let Te^f(X)" be uniformly ergodic. Then the space £"=1(7-7))X

is closed in X.

Proof. Let Y := [£"=1(7 - Tj)X]~ . By the previous lemma, Y = (I - E)X.

Note that Y is invariant under T. Let S = T\Y. Then

MV(S) = M„(T)(I - E)\Y,

and therefore

\\MV(S)\\<\\MV(T)(I-E)\\.

Since limv MV(T)(I-E) = 0, we can find a multi-index v suchthat HAZES')!! <
1. Then I - MV(S) is invertible. We deduce from here that e & o(T), where

a(S) is the (Taylor) joint spectrum of S (see [Tay 1], or [Vas]). Indeed if

e e a (S), as we have

a(I - MV(S)) = {1 - Mv(z) ; z e a(S)}

by the spectral mapping theorem (see [Tay 2] or [Vas]), we obtain 0 e

a (I - MV(S)), which is a contradiction. But if we have e & o(S), then, in

particular, YfL.x{l - Sj)Y = Y, which follows from the definition of the (Tay-
lor) joint spectrum. Therefore

Y = Y(I-Sj)YdYV-Tj)XcY,
7=1 7=1

which establishes our assertion.

The next result is a several variables version of the uniform ergodic theorem

from [Dun], which reflects the improvement due to [Lin].

Theorem 1. Let Te¿2?(X)n be Cesàro quasi-bounded. Then the following two

conditions are equivalent.

(i) T is uniformly ergodic.

(ii) limuRuj(T) = 0 {j = 1, ... , «), and the subspaces £"=i(7 - Tj)X,

E"=i(7* - T*)X* are closed in X, X*, respectively.

Proof (i) => (ii). If T is uniformly ergodic, then linL, MV(T)(I -Tj) = 0, and

so lim„ Rvj(T) = 0 (j = 1,...,«), by Lemma 1. The space X^=i(7 - Tj)X

is closed by Lemma 4.
Since T* is also uniformly ergodic, the space £/»i(7* - T*)X* is closed

too.
(ii) => (i).   Let Xn = X ® ■ ■ ■ ® X   (n times), endowed with the norm

||xie---©x„||2 = ||x1||2 + --- + ||x„||2.

Let St '■ X" —> X be given by the formula

(12) ¿r (0*7) :=¿(/-7»*>,        Xi,...,xneX.

\7=1       / 7=1

Let also yj : X —> X" be given by

(13) yT(x):=@(I-Tj)x,       x e X.

7=1
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If St> , yr- are the operators given by (12), (13) for 77*, respectively, then

we have

(14) ÔT' = (yTy,        7t-=(St)*

as one can easily check (via the natural identification X*n = Xn*, described in

[Kat]).
The hypothesis implies that the spaces Y := ôT(X"), Y* := ôT>(X*n) are

closed. If Z := N(yT), Z» = N(yT.), then F, = Z1- and Z„ = Y1-, by (14)
and the fact that Y, F» are closed.

By virtue of Lemma 2, we have F, n Z* = {0} . Therefore (Y + Z)~ = X.

Then for each x e X we find sequences (y*)* c F, (zk)k c Z such that

J7* + zfc -* x as A: —> oo . Then

yr(*) = lim yT(yk + *k) = ,üm VriYk),
fc—»oo k—»oo

and therefore

(15) 7rW€yr(F),        xeX

We shall show that yT(Y) is closed in X". Indeed, let S = T\Y. Since
Y = St(X") is closed, there is a constant C > 0 such that for every y e F we

can find Xj,..., jc„ 6 .Jf such that y = ¿r(^i ©• • • ©Jc») and \\x\ ©■ • • ®x„\\ <

Q\y\\.
Hence

\Mu(S)y

(16)

¿MI/(D(7-r,)x>

7 = 1

1/2

<C\YWAT)(I-Tj)

As we have

(\ "/2 / « \ 1/2

¿||M„(r)(7-r,)||2J    =iiml¿||7?„,J(r)||2J    =o

by Lemma 1, it follows from (16) that we can find a multi-index v such that

\\MV(S)\\ < 1 .
Now, an argument used in the proof of Lemma 4 shows that e & a(S). In

particular, as a consequence of the definition of the (Taylor) joint spectrum, y$

has closed range, and so yr(Y) is closed.

From (15) we can now derive that for every x € X there is a y e Y such

that yr(x) = yr(y) ■ Hence z := x - y e Z , and so X = Y + Z . As we have

Y n Z = {0} by Lemma 2, we have obtained that X is the direct topological
sum of the spaces Y, Z .

We have only to show that lim„A/„(77) exists in 2C(X). Let E be the
projection of X onto Z , parallel to Y. Since MV(T\Z) = 7Z , we have for all
v', v" e Zn+ :

(m \\[Mv(T) - Mv„(T)]x\\ = \\[MV,(S) - MV„(SW - E)x\\

<(\ + \\E\\)\\Mv,{S)-Mv.,{S)\\\\x\\.
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As limu M„(S) = 0 by (16) and (17), we obtain from (18) that the limit
lim„ M„(T) exists in S?(X). Therefore T is uniformly ergodic and the proof

of the theorem is completed.

Remark. The space Y,"=l(I* - TJ)X* is closed if and only if the space

(19) )Q{I-Tj)xeX";xex\

is closed. This follows from the fact that (19) is precisely yr(X). This shows

that for « = 1, condition (ii) from Theorem 1 is equivalent to lim¿ k~l Tk = 0

and (7 - T\)X closed, as in Lin's version of the uniform ergodic theorem (see
[Lin]).

If « > 1, then the closedness of the space X);=i(7 - T¡)X and that of (19)

are independent. We owe to V. Müller (Prague) an example of this, which will

be published elsewhere.
For various purposes, one can state another (less concentrated) version of

Theorem 1, also reflecting more recent contributions for the case of one operator

(see, for instances, [Mb-Ze]). Unfortunately, conditions expressed in terms of
poles or finite descent do not seem to have a counterpart in our context.

Theorem 2. Let T e^f(X)n be Cesàro quasi-bounded, such that limv Rvj(T) =

0 (j = 1,...,«). Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) T is uniformly ergodic.
(b) The spaces

J2(I-Tj)X+f]N(I-Tj),
7=1 7=1

J2(I*-T*)X* + f)N(r-T*)
7=1 7=1

are closed in X, X*, respectively.
(c) The spaces £"=1(7 - T})X, £"=1(7* - T*)X* are closed in X, X*,

respectively.

(d) The space J2"=l(I - T¡)X is closed and complemented in X, and its

complement is equal to f|"=i N(I -Tj).

(e) There are two closed subspaces Y, Z of X that are invariant under T,

such that X=Y + Z, lim„ MV(T\Y) = 0 and T\Z = (7Z , ... , 7Z).

Proof,  (a) =>• (b). It follows from (8), (9) and Lemma 4 that

(20) X = ¿(7 - Tj)X + H N(I - Tj).
7=1 7=1

In particular, the right-hand side of (20) is closed.
The remaining assertion from (b) follows similarly, by the fact that T* is

also uniformly ergodic.
(b) => (c) Let Xq be the right-hand side of (20), which is closed by the
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hypothesis. If 8r is the operator (12), then the mapping

1853

r:[Xn/N(ST)]® f)N(I-Tj)
7=1

Xo

given by

®Xj + N(3T)   ©z    = £(7-7))x, + z

.7=1 J /        7=1
is linear, continuous and bijective, via Lemma 2.

Therefore t_1 is continuous, and X)y-=i(7— Tj)X must be closed in X.

A similar argument shows that ¿Znj=x(I* - T*)X* must be closed in X*.

(c) => (d). This follows from the proof of the implication (ii) => (i) of

Theorem 1.
(d) =*• (e). We take Y := £"=1(7 - 7))F and Z := D"=i 7V(7 - 7» . Then

77|Z = (Iz , ■ ■ ■ , Iz), and X = F + Z , as in the proof Theorem 1. That
lim,, MV(T\Y) = 0 follows from (16) and (17).

(e) =s> (a). Since lim„ MV(T\Y) = 0, it follows as in the proof of Theorem

1 that e±o(T\Y).
On the other hand, a(T\Z) = {e}. It follows from the Taylor idempotent

theorem (see [Tay 2] or [Vas]) that Y n Z = {0} . The existence of the limit

lim„ MV(T) can be obtained as in the last part of the proof of Theorem 1.

Hence all equivalences are established.

A version of [Lin, Corollary 1] can be also obtained in our context.

Corollary. Let Te¿z?(X)n be Cesàro quasi-bounded, such that limv Rvj(T) =

0 (j - 1,...,«). Suppose that

max sup
l<7<«m>0 YTÎy

k=0

< 00. ye Yv-Ti)x
7=1

max sup
l<7<"m>0

YTjky* <°°>    y*z Yv*
k=0 [j-1

77ze« T is uniformly ergodic.

Proof. By the uniform boundedness principle, we have

Tj)xy

max sup
l<7<«m>0 Y^

k=0

< OO,

where Sj := T}\Y (j = 1,..., n), Y := [£"=1(/ - Tj)X]~ . Then

limMk{Sj) = 0       0 = 1,...,«),
*:—»oo

and therefore lim„ MV(S) — 0.
In particular, we obtain fl"=, 7V(7y - Sj) = {0} . It follows from Theorem 2

(see (d) and (e)) that

¿(7-S,-)F = Fc¿(7-7));rcF.
7=1 7=1
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Therefore E?=i(7 - 2))JT is closed. Similarly, £,"=1(7* - T*)X* is closed. In
virtue of Theorem 1, T is uniformly ergodic.
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